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ABSTRACT
We compute the bulk motions of cosmic voids, using a ΛCDM numerical simulation con-
sidering the mean velocities of the dark matter inside the void itself and that of the haloes
in the surrounding shell. We find coincident values of these two measures in the range
∼ 300-400 km s−1, not far from the expected mean peculiar velocities of groups and galaxy
clusters. When analysing the distribution of the pairwise relative velocities of voids, we find a
remarkable bimodal behaviour consistent with an excess of both systematically approaching
and receding voids. We determine that the origin of this bimodality resides in the void large
scale environment, since once voids are classified into void-in-void (R–type) or void-in-cloud
(S–type), R–types are found mutually receding away, while S–types approach each other. The
magnitude of these systematic relative velocities account for more than 100 km s−1, reaching
large coherence lengths of up to 200 h−1 Mpc . We have used samples of voids from the Sloan
Digital Sky Survey Data Release 7 (SDSS-DR7) and the peculiar velocity field inferred from
linear theory, finding fully consistent results with the simulation predictions. Thus, their rela-
tive motion suggests a scenario of a sparkling Universe, with approaching and receding voids
according to their local environment.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The distribution of galaxies at large scales reveals a complex struc-
ture where cosmic voids, underdense nearly spherical regions de-
void of galaxies, arise as matter flows away from primordial un-
derdense perturbations toward filaments and walls. New insights
on the distribution and dynamics of these structures to unprece-
dented large cosmological scales, will be available by upcoming
surveys such as HETDEX (Hill et al. 2008) or Euclid (Amendola
et al. 2013). Since it is widely believed that voids are weakly clus-
tered and have negligible velocities, their study is promising for the
field of observational cosmology.
Although the large scale galaxy and mass distributions are
dominated by filaments and walls, a larger fraction of the volume
of the Universe is occupied by voids that can be used in several
cosmological tests (Lavaux & Wandelt 2010; Bos et al. 2012), and
galaxy evolution models(Ceccarelli et al. 2008; Ricciardelli et al.
2014). As the Universe evolves and galaxies flow away from voids,
the supercluster-void network emerges (Frisch et al. 1995; Einasto
et al. 1997, 2012). The global flows of mass associated with this
clustering process are expected to be significant up to the scales of
the largest structures, vanishing to a random component at larger
scales. Cosmic bulk flows have been reported in the local Uni-
verse at scales of a few hundred Mpc, some of them challenging the
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ΛCDM model (Watkins et al. 2009; Lavaux et al. 2010; Feldman
et al. 2010; Colin et al. 2011). and others in agreement with this
structure formation scenario (Nusser et al. 2011; Branchini et al.
2012; Turnbull et al. 2012; Ma & Pan 2014; Hoffman et al. 2015). It
is well known that voids are approximately in isotropic expansion,
a direct consequence of their low density contrast in the central re-
gions (van de Weygaert & Bertschinger 1996; Padilla et al. 2005;
Ceccarelli et al. 2006). However, it has not been studied into de-
tail the bulk velocity of the void region and that of the surrounding
shell of galaxies, the main aim of this work.
2 VOID CATALOGUES
Cosmic voids can be identified both in simulations and in observa-
tional catalogues. We use a Voronoi tesselation technique to iden-
tify the lowest density regions, which serve as candidates for void
search. We use a dark matter N-body simulation of 10243 particles
in a comoving box of side 1000 h−1 Mpc in the standard ΛCDM
scenario. We select cosmological parameters according to WMAP9
data (Hinshaw et al. 2013): ΩM = 0.279, ΩΛ = 0.721, Ωb = 0.0462,
h = 0.7, n = 0.972 andσ8 = 0.821. The initial conditions were gen-
erated using MUSIC (Hahn & Abel 2011) and the simulation was
evolved to z = 0 with the public version of GADGET-2 (Springel
2005). Dark matter haloes were identified as bound structures using
the ROCKSTAR code (Behroozi et al. 2013). The final catalogue
consists of 3983265 haloes with at least 20 particles. To construct
c© XXXX The Authors
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Figure 1. Bulk velocities of void shells and cores in the simulation. The
shell velocity corresponds to the dark matter haloes mean velocity within
0.8 < r/Rvoid < 1.2. Void core velocity corresponds to the mean of dark
matter particles within 0.8 Rvoid . (a) Distribution function of void counts in
|Vshell |, |Vcore | bins. Solid line shows the one-to-one relation, close to the
linear fit results with slope 0.96. (b) Distribution function of void counts in
bins of |Vshell | and the relative angle α between shell and core bulk veloci-
ties. Solid and dashed lines correspond to the median and its standard error.
the void catalogues we followed the procedure described in Ruiz
et al. (2015), which is a modified version of the procedures pre-
sented in Padilla et al. (2005) and Ceccarelli et al. (2006). The den-
sity estimation is performed using a Voronoi tessellation on the halo
catalogue, where underdense cells are selected as void center candi-
dates. We consider spheres centered in those positions and compute
the integrated density contrast (namely ∆(r)) at increasing values of
radius, then selecting as void candidate the largest sphere satisfy-
ing the condition ∆(r) < −0.9. After that, the center position is ran-
domly tilted and the sphere is allowed to grow in order to recenter
the void, so that a void of radius Rvoid is the largest sphere satis-
fying the underdense condition and not overlapping with any other
underdense sphere. The final catalogue comprises 13430 voids in
the simulation box with radii in the range 8–30 h−1 Mpc .
In a similar fashion, we identified voids in the observations
using the Main Galaxy Sample of the Sloan Digital Sky Survey
Data Release 7 (Abazajian et al. 2009). The spectroscopic cata-
logue comprises in this release 929555 galaxies with a limiting
magnitude of r 6 17.77. We adopted volume complete samples
with a limiting redshift z = 0.12 and a maximum absolute magni-
tude in the r−band of Mr = −20.3. The limiting redshift of the sam-
ple is determined by the dilution of the sample of galaxies required
to achieve statistically significant results. Moreover, the minimum
number of particles for haloes used to identify voids in the simula-
tion was chosen so that the number density of tracers in both cases
are comparable. More details on the choice of parameters that affect
the properties of the void sample are given in (Paz et al. 2013).
2.1 Linear velocity field in the SDSS
We have adopted the peculiar velocity field derived from linear the-
ory by Wang et al. (2012). The method is described in detail in
Wang et al. (2009). Briefly, these authors use groups of galaxies as
tracers of dark matter halos and its cross correlation function with
mass, in order to estimate the matter density field over the survey
domain. The linear theory relation between mass overdensity and
peculiar velocity is used to reconstruct the 3D velocity field. To
test the accuracy of this method they use a mock catalogue that re-
produces the main features of the SDSS-DR7 survey. The authors
compare the actual three–dimensional velocities from the simula-
tion box and the reconstructed velocity field in the mock catalogue.
They show that reconstructed velocities are linearly correlated with
actual velocities. By analysing this correlation as a function of the
mock catalogue boundaries, they infer that the bias in the recon-
struction is small in the inner region of the survey. The volume for
which this field is reliably determined on this method is approxi-
mately two thirds of the total volume of the SDSS galaxy sample.
Thus, we have considered 245 voids, ranging sizes between 5 and
23 h−1 Mpc , identified in the observational data restricted to this
smaller region. In order to asses the effects of this procedure on
the motion of void shells, we have compared the mean fully non–
linear velocities of haloes within void shells in the simulation and
the mean linearized velocities computed in the same shell volume.
We find that the two vector are typically aligned within 15 degrees
and with moduli differing less than 30%, showing that linear theory
provides a suitable approximation to the actual void shell velocities.
3 VOID MOTIONS AND PAIRWISE VELOCITIES
3.1 Bulk velocities of void shells and cores in the simulation
In the simulation, we have computed the mean motions of mass
(particles) in the central regions of voids (r/Rvoid < 0.8) as well
as the mean motions of the haloes in the surrounding shells (0.8 <
r/Rvoid < 1.2). The median values of velocity moduli and relative
angle between the two void velocity measures are shown in Fig-
ure 1, indicating that either using particles or haloes, the motion of
cosmic voids is not negligible at all. It can be noticed that the dark
matter in the void inner region and the haloes in the surrounding
shell, exhibit remarkably similar velocities, both in magnitude and
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Figure 2. Coherence and bimodality of cosmic void relative motions. We show N , the number counts of void pairs as a function of cos(θ) and separation,
normalized to the expected number for a uniform distribution of voids without velocity coherence. The angle θ is that subtended by the void pairwise velocity
( ~∆V) and the void relative separation ( ~∆R), as portrayed in panel (a). Panel (b) shows the results for all void pairs, panels (c) and (d) correspond to S-S and
R-R pairs, respectively. Dotted lines represent the deciles of the distribution of cos(θ).
direction, showing that the void inner material and the surround-
ing haloes have a global common motion. We find that, for 90 per
cent of the sample, the direction of the bulk motion of the inner
mass in voids and the haloes in the surrounding shell agree within
20 degrees, differing in less than ∼50 km s−1in magnitude. In con-
sequence, we argue that the use of haloes (or galaxies) in the shell
is suitable to compute the void bulk velocity with the advantage of
the significantly larger number of massive haloes and/or luminous
galaxies than in the void core region. We notice that the magni-
tudes of void peculiar velocities (∼300-400 km s−1) are comparable
to the mean velocity of the highest density peaks of the large scale
structure, such as galaxy clusters. A more detailed study of the bulk
motions of voids will be the subject of a forthcomming paper.
3.2 Coherence and bimodality of void relative motions
In this subsection we analyze whether void bulk motions are ran-
domly distributed, or their dynamics is related to the large scale
structure and in particular to the void distribution. With this aim we
have analysed the pairwise relative velocities of voids in the simu-
lation in order to explore the coherence of the velocity field traced
by voids. We have calculated the number of voids in relative sep-
aration, d = | ~∆R|, and cos(θ) bins, where θ is the angle between
the void relative velocity and the void relative separation vectors.
The geometry of this calculation is shown in panel (a) of Figure
2. Thus, when the members of a void pair are mutually approach-
ing (receding), the cosine of the angle between the relative velocity
~∆V = ~V2 − ~V1 and the relative position ~∆R = ~R2 − ~R1 is negative
(positive), while for a non coherent motion it is expected a uniform
distribution of cos(θ). In panel (b) of Figure 2 we show the number
counts of void pairs as a function of cos(θ) and separation. We nor-
malize these number counts with the expectation from a uniform
distribution of voids without velocity coherence. It can be clearly
seen the presence of two peaks, particularly within void separations
lesser than 200 h−1 Mpc , showing the presence of two populations
with voids mutually receding and approaching.
We have analysed this somewhat unexpected result within the
framework of the seminal work of Sheth & van de Weygaert (2004),
who studied the evolution of cosmic voids in the context of a hi-
erarchical scenario of structure formation. They introduced the so
called void-in-void and void-in-cloud schemes, where voids are af-
fected by the surrounding distribution of mass. This model agrees
with the observed dynamics in SDSS voids (Paz et al. 2013): de-
pending on their environment, some of the voids shrink while oth-
ers are in expansion. Given this strong dichotomy of void dynamics,
we have attempted at linking the void pairwise velocity coherence
shown in panel (b) of Figure 2 to their local environment.
Following the methods described in Ceccarelli et al. (2013),
we have defined voids with continuously rising integrated radial
density profiles (R-type, a proxy for void-in-void), and void sam-
ples that exhibit an overdense shell (S-type, a proxy for void-in-
cloud). By construction, these R- and S-type void samples exhibit
different dynamical properties (Paz et al. 2013; Ruiz et al. 2015).
Here, we further explore the possible connection between void
types and the bimodality of the relative motions shown in panel
(b) of Figure 2. Remarkably, the observed bimodal behavior can be
completely understood in terms of the R/S void type classification.
As it can be seen in panels (c) and (d), S-type void pairs are sys-
tematically approaching each other, and conversely R-type voids
are mutually receding. We notice that the relative fraction of R/S
void types depends on void radius (Ceccarelli et al. 2013), small
voids are typically S-types while large voids are mainly R-type.
Thus the prominence of the two peaks seen in this Figure, would
vary according to the sample mix of void sizes. As expected, at
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Figure 3. Bimodality of relative motions in the simulation and SDSS data. The histograms of cos(θ) correspond to void pair separations in the ranges 15-
50 h−1 Mpc (panels a), 50-80 h−1 Mpc (panels b), 80-120 h−1 Mpc (panels c) and 120-150 h−1 Mpc (panels d). Upper (bottom) panels correspond to R-type
(S-type) void pairs in the simulation box (dashed lines) and the observations (solid lines). We show for reference a quadrupolar distribution with arbitrary
normalization. Histograms are normalized to show the excess of void pairs with respect to the expectation from a random distribution.
sufficiently large separations, the results are consistent with uncor-
related motions of void pairs.
In order to analyse this behaviour in the observations, we use
void samples taken from the SDSS data together with the velocity
field derived by Wang et al. (2012). Figure 3 shows the distribution
of the cosine of the relative angle between the pairwise void ve-
locity and the relative separation vector for both observational and
simulated voids. As seen in this Figure, we also obtain a bimodal
behavior for observational voids finding a very good agreement be-
tween observations and the simulation results. According to the en-
vironment classification of voids, there is a strong relative motion
coherence which gently declines towards large separations. We also
computed the pairwise velocities of haloes and the relative angles
between pairs, finding that the motions of haloes also exhibit a bi-
modal behaviour. This indicates that the coherence pattern is not a
peerless feature of voids, but a ubiquitous consecuence of the large
scale distribution of matter. However, voids offer the oportunity to
analyze this coherence pattern in its double regime of approach-
ing and receeding systems according to their environment. We will
further discuss these results in an upcoming paper.
In order to assess the magnitude of the coherent motions in the
observed Universe, we show in Figure 4 the mean pairwise velocity
values of the SDSS voids as a function of void relative separation,
for R-R void pairs (filled squares) and S-S voids pairs (empty cir-
cles). The points correspond to the mean values of V// = | ~∆V | cos(θ)
and the error bars represent the uncertainties derived through Jack-
knife resampling of the void data. The colour density map corre-
spond to the results of R-R and S-S void pairs in 500 different sub–
boxes taken at random from the simulation constrained to have sim-
ilar SDSS volumes and geometry, thus accounting for cosmic vari-
ance in the SDSS region. Blue (red) shaded areas correspond to the
number density of curves for S-S (R-R) void pairs. The thin blue
and red lines correspond to the 0.16 and 0.84 quantiles of the dis-
tribution of V//, for S-S and R-R void pairs, respectively. The thick
dashed lines correspond to the full simulation box results for R-R
and S-S pairs. As it can be seen in this Figure, the observational
results are entirely consistent with the prediction of the ΛCDM
model. Voids behave either receding or approaching each other ac-
cording to their R/S-type classification with velocities of the order
of 100–150 km s−1 up to 200 h−1 Mpc separation.
4 DISCUSSION
At a first glance, the coherence and non-negligible motions of voids
have important effects for observational cosmology. In particular,
cosmological tests such as the Alcock-Paczynski (Lavaux & Wan-
delt 2010; Sutter et al. 2012) or the Integrated Sachs-Wolfe effect
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(Granett et al. 2008; Pápai et al. 2011; Hernández-Monteagudo &
Smith 2013; Ilic´ et al. 2013; Cai et al. 2014), depend on a proper
modeling of the velocity and density fields surrounding voids. The
existence of coherent void motions in large cosmological volumes
can also impact on cosmological tests using voids in forthcoming
large-scale surveys.
Aside the implications on cosmological parameter estimation,
the motion of voids and its coherence, seen here by first time on
observations and the concordance cosmology simulation, is itself
important. These results could help to understand the formation and
evolution of structure in the larger scales that have been studied so
far. The magnitude of the velocities involved, around 400 km s−1,
and the coherence of such motions up to scales of 200 h−1 Mpc ,
is expected to drive the formation of future large scale structures
in the Universe (Anderson et al. 2014). Another interesting im-
plications of our results can be found in studies of the bulk flow
motion of galaxies and clusters at large scales (Nusser et al. 2011;
Turnbull et al. 2012; Ma & Pan 2014; Hoffman et al. 2015). The
measurements of a non-negligible bulk flow at scales around a few
100 h−1 Mpc is source of tension between real data and the ΛCDM
model. A large amplitude of bulk flow (e.g. ∼400 km s−1) can be
taken as an indication of the presence of significant density fluctu-
ations at very large scales (Watkins et al. 2009). The existence of
such fluctuations could be incompatible with cosmological mod-
els derived from Cosmic Microwave Background probes (Watkins
et al. 2009; Lavaux et al. 2010; Feldman et al. 2010; Colin et al.
2011). Our results contribute to the field by adding a possible sce-
nario for large scale flows based on the concordance cosmological
model. The correlated mutual void velocities observed here can be
conducing at some extent the motion of clusters and galaxies at
intermediate densities, in filaments or walls.
Summarizing, this letter reports by first time on the significant
motions of cosmic voids as a whole and study the coherence pat-
tern associated to the void velocity field up to large cosmological
scales, both in simulations and observations. By embracing the idea
that voids are moving objects, our results have an important impact
on future cosmological test planed for the next generation of large
volume surveys. Void coherent bulk velocities, with a bimodal dy-
namical population of mutually attracting or receding systems, con-
tribute to imprint large scale cosmic flows, shaping the formation
of future structures in the Universe.
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